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In today's world of unrest, we need shared ethical will, moral
force and energy among the world s religious traditions.
Shows how the overarching message of Judaism just action
as a guiding religious principle holds a key in the pursuit of
universal peace."
Break open this ancient contemplative practice of listening
deeply for God's voice in sacred texts. Drawing on her own
experience as a monk in the world, Christine Valters Paintner
introduces the foundations for a practice of lectio divina. She
closely examines each of the four movements of lectio divina
as well as the rhythm they create when practiced as a
process.
Explores the idea of covenant, and the expressions of
supersessionism as articulated through the scriptures of the
three major monotheistic religions: Judaism, Christianity and
Islam.
IT’S TIME Journey With Jesus from His Manger to His
Mission: the Unrecorded Years By: Charlotte Kramer
Magdalene looked at Jesus and knew when she was in His
presence there was something different about His character.
There was a loving atmosphere that seemed to actually
change the physical environment that surrounded Him. The
grasses became greener, the blades became stronger, the
blooms more colorful and the flowers smelled sweeter.
Magdalene was caught up in an ethereal realm where she felt
like she was too exquisite for the world she was in… and she
was absolutely sure Jesus was too perfect for this world. She
gazed at Him and she realized it was He who made her feel
that way. It’s Time gives the reader a greater understanding
of conflicting politics on the lips of first-century Jerusalem
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citizens and Jewish principles in a Roman world. This book
shines new light on the Magi and their interpretation of the
heavenly spheres as it pertained to the birth of Jesus and
their duty to Jesus while He was a youth. It offers a broader
understanding of Joseph of Arimathea and the role he played
in the life of Jesus. Through this new light, the reader has a
greater understanding of Jesus as a youth. The scriptures are
silent on these missing years, and it is time to sift out a
logical, although imaginary, life surrounding Jesus as a youth
that He could have lived in the first-century world.
A one-year guide through the writings of award-winning
singer-songwriter Michael Card, this collection includes lyrics
that encourage the faith and stretch the imagination of
contemporary Christians. Each day features a Scripture
passage and a brief quote that reflects on the joy of Christ.
Inspired by the ancient spiritual practices of lectio divina and
walking meditation, camino divina helps you explore whole
new worlds inside yourself as well as re-view the natural
world around you by combining mindful walking with inspiring
phrases and spiritual exercises. Includes introductions to
twelve spiritual luminaries and their work.
Whether you are 20 years old and beginning to dream about
retirement or 100 years old and rethinking your retirement,
this RETHINKING RETIREMENT MINDFUL COLORING
BOOK is for you. With over 100 amazing eye-opening pages
of fun and entertaining images to color, 27 hidden symbols,
space to journal your thoughts, and 10 custom labyrinths to
'walk' just waiting to burst with color. Like a mix of graphic
novel and comic book, this is an engaging storybook to color
that helps to imagine and unlock your vision and goals of
retirement. Delight in a coloring adventure as you rethink
retirement by following the amazing journey of PB Caterpillar
who magically transforms life as PB Butterfly. Together with
Will the Wandering Genie, your journey companion, we
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explore retirement as PB Caterpillar begins a fresh new start
as PB Butterfly following the 4 paths of Resilient ReInvention. Your eyes will be opened to new adventures as
you join PB Caterpillar on a complete life review. Unlock and
enjoy "The Path to Happiness Labyrinth" and other custom
labyrinth walks through a mindful journey with practices
rooted in Christian traditions. Ask yourself: "What is on my
Bucket List?" - as you rethink retirement by way of one of the
several mindful labyrinth walks. Explore with PB the four eyeopening interlocking action paths toward Resilient ReInvention, namely Hope-Finding, Dream-Making, Confident
Experimentation, and Life-Rebuilding. Each will boost your
senses to rethink and unveil your thoughts and behaviors
toward retirement. Find more hidden treasures and key
symbols of change concealed throughout the coloring book
as you find hope, make new dreams, and experiment with
confidence. Rebuild and celebrate life as you play with color
and unlock Resilient Re-Invention. Enjoy relaxing with your
RETHINKING RETIREMENT MINDFUL COLORING BOOK!
The Celtic Christians beheld the world around them and
perceived the divine life of God as upholding every aspect of
the material universe. Their prayers and poems, their liturgies
and theological interpretations give Christians a sense of faith
that is confident in a merciful and infinitely creative, healing
God.

Presents the first approachable introduction to the
wisdom of the Philokalia, the classic text of Eastern
Christian spirituality through which seekers and
believers of all faiths who are interested in prayer,
contemplation, and living a life closer to God can
gain great spiritual wisdom. Original.
The Journey: From Earth to Glory By: Mattie P.
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Wilson The Journey is a non-fiction narrative with
unique and eye-catching illustrations that magnify
each chapter. Life is the route we all travel, with
multiple twists and turns and decisions which will
shape, make, or break us. Thereby, our future is
discovered. A known fact: We will all spend eternity
either in heaven or hell. It’s one’s choice! The
Journey sheds light on the way to live and never die
and reminds all that Jesus will soon return. By
covering a multitude of life happenings and being
non-discriminatory, every age group, gender, or
nationality can identify with episodes, events, or
circumstances within.
Seize the joy and healing power of dance! Drawing
from her years of experience as a dance and
movement teacher, and as cofounder of the
international dance organization InterPlay, Cynthia
Winton-Henry helps you overcome your
embarrassment or anxiety and discover in dance a
place of solace and restoration, as well as an
energizing spiritual force. She taps into the spirit of
dancing throughout history and in many world
cultures to provide detailed exercises that will help
you learn to trust your body and interpret its physical
and spiritual intentions. For both newcomers and
seasoned movers alike, she encourages you to
embrace dance as a spiritual tool to:
The foremost American researcher of Confucius as a
religious and spiritual figure explains the Analects'
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universal wisdom for our own time, guiding us on the
"path of the sage" or "Way of Heaven" a journey of
reason, peace and understanding."
This book details the healing experience of a Healing
Touch and Reiki recipient. David takes you from the
pain and stress of an ordinary person to an
extraordinary healing. The book presents the visions
which began with the very first session. In this story
of the Journey, Dave describes his ability to see
within himself and the aura's of others. David
received the visions in a haphazard and whimsical
way. The Journey of the Dâ€™s sorts out the
randomness of the visions and relays the rewards of
peacefulness given to him by the Healing Touch and
Reiki experiences. Read today Davidâ€™s story of
miraculous healing and inner peace.
A practical guide outlines the ways in which
cultivating a lifestyle of generosity can be a source of
personal transformation, spiritual renewal, and deep
joy, sharing inspiring thoughts for living a life of
abundance and spirit-filled generosity. Original.
Be inspired to consider a wide range of images of
God and refine how you imagine God works in the
world or not. Tapping into your God-given ability to
re-imagine God will expand your understanding and
experience of your own beliefs and of the Divine."
Food plays a remarkable role in the daily routine of
our lives. Whether we make time to eat with our
families, or hit the drive-through on the way to doing
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something else, food and how we approach it has
the extraordinary power to unite us with others and
nurture our connection to the Divine.
Will help you break through the superficial
generalities to plumb the depths of religious
differences and embrace the commonalities.
Based on his conviction that Buddhist teachers have
a lot to offer about how to deal with suffering,
Episcopal priest Peerman takes readers on a lively,
even lighthearted, journey through eight Buddhist
practices that can bring "blessed relief" to a wide
range of human suffering.
Framed on the Christian liturgical year and paired
with images of the seasons of the earth, an inspiring
guide helps believers discover ways to develop a
practice of attention as a means of talking—and
listening—to God. Original.
Offering new perspectives for a spiritual approach to
work, each of the contributors to this innovative
resource is a business leader, teacher, speaker, or
writer on the topic of workplace spirituality.
Integrates spirituality, practice, spiritual formation,
psychology, world religions and historical resources.
Examines how pilgrimages evolved as spiritual
practices and the relationship between pilgrimage
and transformation.
Written 2,500 years ago by Chinese general Sun
Tzu, The Art of War is a masterpiece of military
strategy still in use in war colleges around the world.
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Yet its principles transcend warfare and have
practical applications to all the conflicts and crises
we face in our lives?in our workplaces, our families,
even within ourselves. Thomas Huynh guides you
through Sun Tzu?s masterwork, highlighting
principles that encourage a perceptive and spiritual
approach to conflict, enabling you to:Prevent
conflicts before they arisePeacefully resolve conflicts
when they do ariseAct with courage, intelligence and
benevolence in adversarial situationsConvert
potential enemies into friendsControl your emotions
before they control you
The restless heart and searching mind of this
influential early church father can offer spiritual and
intellectual companionship for your spiritual journey.
Augustine of Hippo (354 430), theologian, priest, and
bishop, is one of the most important figures in the
development of Western Christianity. He is known as
much for his long interior struggle that ended with
conversion and baptism at age thirty-two as for his
influential teachings on human will, original sin and
the theology of just war. Cherished as a model for
the pursuit of a life of spiritual grace and criticized for
his theory of predestination, Augustine is recognized
as a living expression of the passion to understand
and communicate the deeper meanings of human
experience. With fresh translations drawn from
Augustine's voluminous writings and probing facingpage commentary, Augustinian scholar Joseph T.
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Kelley, PhD, provides insight into the mind and heart
of this foundational Christian figure. Kelley illustrates
how Augustine s keen intellect, rhetorical skill and
passionate faith reshaped the theological language
and dogmatic debates of early Christianity. He
explores the stormy religious arguments and political
upheavals of the fifth century, Augustine s
controversial teachings on predestination, sexuality
and marriage, and the deep undercurrents of
Augustine s spiritual quest that still inspire Christians
today."
Shows us that by becoming aware of what our lesser
losses have to teach us, the larger losses become
less terrifying. Includes spiritual practices and
questions for reflection, weaving in spiritual and
classical themes, scripture and personal story.
St. Therese invites us to sit or to kneel and to put
ourselves in the presence of God. God is always with us
but we need to become mindful of His loving presence
within us. From that act of faith, we can begin our Lenten
meditation. Ask St. Therese to accompany you and to
help you to draw closer to the living God Who is Christ
Jesus, the Lord.... from A Lenten Journey with Jesus
Christ and St. Therese of Lisicux Inside you will find a
short biography of St. Therese of Lisieux, an Overview of
the Carmelite Order, St. Therese on Prayer, and more,
along with readings and prayers for every day of Lent,
week days and Sundays. May the presence of Jesus
Christ and the inspiration of St. Therese of Lisieux enrich
your Lenten Journey, and lead you to God's Holy Easter
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of Peace, Love, and Joy.
With ca. 120 articles from ca. 100 writers from ca. 20
countries, this publication forms a repository where
students and scholars can readily get to know their way
around the breadth of recent research on the historical
Jesus.
IT’S TIME (PB)Journey with Jesus from His Manger to
His MissionDorrance Publishing
Unlocking Your Spiritual Greatness, God's Answer and a
Place of Faith, all in one volume. 600 pages of practical
discipleship training.
This inspiring guide shows you how to cultivate your
creative spirit, particularly in the second half of life, as a
way to encourage personal growth, enrich your spiritual
life and deepen your communion with God.
For centuries, Christians of different traditions and
seekers from various backgrounds have found strength
for their spiritual journey in The Book of Common Prayer
(BCP). First composed in 1549 by Thomas Cranmer,
Henry VIII's Archbishop of Canterbury, the BCP,
alongside Shakespeare's works and the King James
Bible, helped shape the English language. Today over
seventy-five million Anglican Christians throughout the
world use the BCP in public worship, and countless
people Anglican and otherwise use it in their private
devotional life. In this unique presentation of selections
organized by themes such as "Belonging in God's
Family," "Blessing in Times of Joy and Pain" and
"Learning from Our Past" with facing-page commentary,
C. K. Robertson offers fascinating insights into the
history and heritage of the BCP. He also makes available
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the riches of this spiritual treasure chest for all who are
interested in deepening their life of prayer, building
stronger relationsh
"A timeless teaching on living wisely in the midst of
uncertainty and insecurity, with facing-page commentary
that brings the text to life."--Cover.
Moses was sculpted into a great leader not only by the
challenges he faced but also by his own determination
and devotion to his people. A powerful and probing
review of Moses s journey and what he can teach you
about vision and successful leadership."

A fresh, modern translation of key selections from
this timeless text opens up classic Taoist beliefs and
practices with insightful commentary that highlights
how you can live a more balanced, authentic and
joyful life by following Taoist principles.
In this encouraging guide for both beginning and
experienced haiku writers, Margaret D. McGee
shows how writing haiku can be a consciously
spiritual practice for seekers of any faith tradition or
no tradition.
Now with facing-page commentary that illumintes
and explains the text, this classic of Russian
spirituality offers the timeless account of an
anonymous wanderer who set out on a journey
across nineteenth-century Russia with nothing but
some bread, a Bible, and a burning desire to learn
the true words of St. Paul: "Pray without ceasing."
Drawing on the knowledge and experience of
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interfaith leaders from the world's many faiths, this
practical guide will help you effectively engage
people of other faith traditions to increase
understanding and acceptance in your community
and beyond.
A warmhearted guidebook to help your church
navigate change and channel conflict into a stronger
sense of mission and community. Lay leaders,
pastors and church staff will be empowered by
creative, practical strategies to establish appropriate
congregational behavior, offer nonanxious
leadership and foster community discussion and
discernment.
This spiritual classic focuses the contemporary Godseeker on developing a vital connection with God by
inviting the spirit of Jesus into our lives. Helpful
commentary clarifies the work's biblical and medieval
roots and its continuing significance today.
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